
Soft Stone Chaturbhuja Krishna
Statue 12inch B2
Read More
SKU: 00113
Price: ₹24,000.00 inc. GST
Stock: outofstock
Categories: Hindu Statues, Krishna Statues, Statues
& Sculptures, Stone

Product Description

Here Lord Shri Krishna is depicted showing his virat-roop, which he exhibited to his friend Arjuna
on the battlefield Kurukshetra , when Arjuna was startled by the thought of killing his own
relatives and loved ones. Lord Shri Krishna here holds gadda, sankha(conch), passa and makes
a circle with his index finger and thumb, blessing his worshipers. His hypnotizing posture can
leave every soul spell bound. The proper finishing and absolute beauty is quite alluring. So
bring home this enthralling statuette to feel safe and protected. This will not just add beauty to
your office and house compound but will also beautify your surrounding by its presence. So
grab it soon.
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Sand Stone Sculpture Budha
Head 9inch 2
Read More
SKU: 00095
Price: ₹9,000.00 inc. GST
Stock: outofstock
Categories: Buddha Head Statues, Buddha Statues,
Statues & Sculptures, Stone

Product Description

Sand Stone Sculpture Budha Head is an incredibly recognizable addition to your
collection. 
Handcrafted with a satisfying weathered finish sets a sophisticated two-tone look.

Material: Sandstone Redstone
Dimension (HWL): 9 x 5.5x 5.5 inch
Height: 9 inch

Description of the weathered Buddha head statue:

The sculpture shown here is a statue of the head of Lord Buddha.
Beautifully carved head statue curated well with a single piece of stone.
The meditative closed eye, the long ear, and the smirk smile everything is handmade by
the artisan. 
The stone carving of Odisha is a beautiful art form, The individuality of 'Stone Carving' is
that the descendants of the artisans who built the splendid monuments.

About Lord Buddha:

Buddha means "the awakened one".Also popular as SHAKYAMUNI.
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His head depicts many elements of his life. The "Ushnisha" the top nut of his head
illustrates the wisdom after gaining enlightenment.
The enlarged ear represents the wealthy lifestyle of the past he lived and his hearing
power of suffering of the world.
The round dot on his forehead represents his third eye.
The Titter smile on his face illustrates that despite all misery, he has unfolded his
understanding of the universe. 

 Add Buddha to the interior and exterior with our professional tips:

Create a pleasant green corner in the garden and place the Buddha's head to add a
calming feeling to the area.
Keep it beside the flower plants on your teeny balcony garden to bring tranquility where
you can relax and have your cup of tea or coffee with a book.
Keeping the Buddha's head near a fountain or as part of a fountain sprinkler has a benign
serene effect on the surroundings. 
Use a pedestal to place the Buddha's head and keep it in the corner or nooks of the living,
corridor, or lobby, for a decorative look.
You may place it on the entrance and foyer of your home with a raised platform with a few
other artifacts that will leave a lasting impact on your guest.
Try always to place the statue on a raised platform.

Blessings of the Buddha head statue:

To achieve academic success, place the head at the corner facing east.
The head symbolizes self-knowledge, so you will gain knowledge and wisdom.
Bringing the statue of Buddha's head to your home can energize all the sectors of your life
positively, strengthening all the weak aspects and enhancing positivity in your home.

The easiest way to clean your garden statue:

Expunge the surface with a cloth soaked through.
Once you wipe all over the surface dry it using a dry microfiber cloth.
Follow this from time to time to enjoy the beauty of the statue for years.
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Designer Siting Ganesha
Read More
SKU: 00061
Price: ₹2,500.00 inc. GST
Stock: outofstock
Categories: Art Categories, Ganesha Statues, Hindu
Statues, Idols, Statues & Sculptures, Stone

Product Description

Lord Ganesha is the four-handed elephant-headed deity, he is also called as Chaturbhuja for his
four hands. In one hand he holds ankusa(signifying awakening), in other a paasa(signifying
control), these pieces of equipment are used in capturing wild elephants which signify to control
or captivate the wild untameable mind. In other, he holds his broken tooth, which is a form of
sacrifice as it is believed he broke his tooth in order to write the famous Hindu Granth
Mahabharata. He is also called as Ekadanta. And his other palm faces front blessing the Ganas
or depicting that he is with us, as he is the god of the Ganas, Gana-dhi-pati. The elephant head
represents the karma shakti and gyana shakti. The enormous head of elephant symbolises
wisdom and knowledge. The potted belly represents generosity and total acceptance. The
Ganesha's body reflects the formless, shapeless and nirguna form. He has a trunk facing left
which is called vamamukhi which are the depicting the bestowing of tranquillity and conducive
of spirituality. So bring this Ganesha home or decorate your office or gift them to your beloved
ones and feel safe and secure and closer to god’s blessings.
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